8:15 - 9:00 AM  PARTICIPANT REGISTRATION  
KM Theatre Lobby & 3rd Floor Southam Hall

9:00 - 10:00 AM  WELCOME, LEADERSHIP BLITZ, KEYNOTE SPEAKER  
KM Theatre

10:15 - 11:00 AM  EDUCATION SESSION BLOCK #1  
Various Locations in Southam Hall & Loeb Building  
• The Butterfly Effect for Leadership: How Simple Actions Yield Great Results (Christina Merpaw)  
• "All the World's a Stage” Tips and Tricks for Owning the Podium (Trevor Lewis)  
• Overcoming the Bystander Effect: Personal Apathy and Social Conformity (Kevin Koudys)  
• Flipping Leadership on its Head: The New Shared Leadership Style (Christine Lyons)  
• Through the Looking Glass: Influencing Campus Drinking Culture (Vicki Boman)  
• The Team Behind the Leaders: Building Your Personal Board of Governors (Caroline O'Neil)  
• Fall Orientation Training Session #1

11:15 - 12:00 PM  EDUCATION SESSION BLOCK #2  
Various Locations in Southam Hall & Loeb Building  
• Leaders Don’t Exist, They Live: The Neuroethology of Leadership (Faizah Ahmed)  
• Finding your SWOT (Lorianne Dueck and Emily Kate Gray)  
• Campus to Community: Servant Leadership (Jessica Needham)  
• You’re a Leader. Does your Digital Footprint Reflect it? (Erin Hutchison & Mackenzie Rae Messenger)  
• All Aboard the Mentor "Ship” (Summer Lewis and Jennifer Trimble)  
• How Followers Lead (Gavin Resch)

12:00 - 1:00 PM  LUNCH  
Fresh Food Company - Residence Commons

1:15 - 2:00 PM  EDUCATION SESSION BLOCK #3  
Various Locations in Southam Hall & Loeb Building  
• How to Get There? (Sebastian Perry)  
• Strategic Leadership: What is it? How to get it? (Eileen Harris)  
• How to Get Away with Networking (Jordan Gray)  
• "Parler" - A Prime Minister’s Youth Council Engagement Session (Aaron Taylor)  
• The Intent to Lead: Reaching your Full Potential as a Leader (Joel Baylis and Brendan Parker)  
• From Good to Great: Why Some Leaders and Organizations Make the Leap and Other’s Don’t (Christian Robillard)

2:15 - 3:00 PM  EDUCATION SESSION BLOCK #4  
Various Locations in Southam Hall & Loeb Building  
• But Actually, What Am I Doing with My Life? (Hazel Kabibi)  
• The Power of ASK (Visheka Oeur)  
• Thriving at Carleton: Building Positive Mental Health (Samantha Munro)  
• My Secret to Happiness (and Productivity!) (Michael Gass)  
• Entrepreneurial Leadership 101 (Sarah Mannen, Hayley Combauzier, and Melissa Vong)  
• The Social Network: Realizing your Networks Potential (Zameer Masjedee)  
• Fall Orientation Training Session #2

3:00 - 3:30 PM  WRAP UP & CLOSING  
Various Locations in Southam Hall & Loeb Building